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QUALITY MEDIUMSHIP TUITION
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES IN
SUPERB SURROUNDINGS.

Putting our students first
At Ershamstar we have
always put our students
first and we are still able to
offer affordable prices and
value for money. We are
able to keep all of our
students together in one
building which will
continue our theme of
‘learning with friends’ and
encourage the closeness
and support that we have
become known for.

whenever possible either
with less numbers in the
classroom, or by having
two highly regarded tutors
in attendance at the same
time, with modern &
progressive teaching.

In 2016 our courses will
encompass our unique
facets, which are personal
tuition

Many of our past students
are now working as tutors
both at Ershamstar &
elsewhere.

Our long days from 10am to
9pm offer extended learning
and lots of potential for
fun.We offer the maximum
teaching time possible.

New for 2016……
Four new team members
The Ershamstar Diploma
Scheme
French Speaking Week
The Buddy System
The Linda Bullock
Technique
Several New Course Titles

The Grand Hotel, our home - from a bygone era...
The hotel consists of several large apartments. Our classroom, dining
room and entertainment area is on the third floor with access by a lift
and has stunning sea views towards the coast of France. Student
accommodation will be in apartments with their own kitchens and
bathrooms. We will take all meals together in our dining room. The
hotel’s lower floor is kept for the their own use ..... tea accompanied
with a pianist ...... oak panelled reception & bar ..... we know you will
like it here !
Ask Sheila for more info

Continuity in your
learning is
the key to
your
success.
Sheila has
b
e
e
n
organising
courses for
over fifteen
years. During this time she has
attracted many of this countries
leading tutors and mediums to
Ershamstar.
However, Sheila
found that in Tim Abbott they
developed a partnership that
complimented each others work
and understanding perfectly.
Therefore, by integrating
their teaching skills and
knowledge for each course in
2014, students will benefit from
a progressive, co-ordinated, and
combined approach from two
tutors who share the same
fundamental understandings.

Don’t delay in securing
your Ershamstar course.
Ershamstar is fast becoming
established and acknowledged
as being a progressive school
for the advancement of
mediumship. We care about you
and our attention is given to
establishing where you are with
your studies and what is
possible for you to achieve and
to progress. Furthermore, we
have arranged and offered
courses over the years that are
unique to our school, in
particular where public work is
focused upon.

SH EILA F RE NC H

H O N . D I P L O M A ( A DV ) D S N UT

Sheila French is happy to introduce a new and exciting team in
2016 who bring with them their own new and unique ideas. Sheila
has been undergoing her own spiritual
development for more than twenty three
years and holds Diplomas in Advanced
Platform, Platform, Speaking and Teaching.
She is a student of Maharajah Swami
Dharmananda Saraswati, and through these
studies works also as a medium very closely
with energies and their influences. Sheila
has taught for many years at the Arthur
Findlay College in Stansted, Essex and
travels extensively in Switzerland and
elsewhere abroad and throughout the U.K.
teaching every aspect of mediumship and
spirituality.
Sheila aims as being a very gifted, modern
and forward thinking teacher to attempt to remove fears and
barriers by encouraging students to follow her simple and
straightforward approach. Sheila is a fine trance medium, trance
healer and clairvoyant medium who gives public demonstrations and
one to one sittings with the help of her Spirit controls.
At Ershamstar where she teaches on every course, her ability is
to provide a comfortable and safe environment for her students,
treating all students as the unique individuals that they are, whilst
allowing them to reach out to new levels of understanding, Sheila’s
teachings are always in the ‘Spiritual’.

TIM AB B O TT

H O N . D I P L O M A ( A DV)

Tim has taught here for many years and he has also
taught at The Arthur Findlay College, the SAGB . His
abilities have found him traveling abroad to Germany,
Switzerland,
Denmark and
others, and to all
four corners of
the UK. Tim is
very much in
demand at local
churches and
centres, and he
is recognised as
being a fine
demonstration
medium. His
remarkable
attention to fine
evidential detail
is always superb.
Tim is a popular,
friendly and
enthusiastic
teacher for the
spirit world.
His common
sense approach
encourages
students of all
abilities to have a go.
Tim’s ‘hands on’ methods will
mean that all of his students will complete the course and
leave with some homework to take away. Tim’s style will
serve to inspire and excite your own development and
progress.

C HA R L I E K E L LY

DIPLOMA (ADV)

Charlie Kelly joins
us at Ershamstar
after several years
of development. He
holds a Diploma in
Advanced Platform
f ro m E rs h a m s t a r
and he has trained with amongst others Tony
Stockwell at his studio and at the Arthur
Findlay College.
He has been working at
Ershamstar alongside both Sheila and Tim for
some time, prior to which he was a student
with us for a short while. He knows very well
the pathway that we offer here at Ershamstar
having observed it from both sides of the
classroom.
He is one of the busiest
demonstrating mediums in England with at
least 4 or 5 bookings each week and therefore
his speciality skill is an acute knowledge of
working in the public arena. Charlie brings to
Ershamstar his youthful approach to practical
work and has a great knowledge of the
mechanics of mediumship which can be
experienced fully on “The Power, The
Presence and The Passion in February 2016.

EMMA WHITEHEAD ADMIN
Emma Whitehead has been developing her
mediumship for some time now and has
trained at The Tony Stockwell studio and here
at Ershamstar. She initially joins us as an
admin. assistant. However in 2016 we hope to
offer two new services at Ershamstar. One
will be a quality residential medium who will
be available on a regular basis when school is
not in attendance. The other is a development
circle that follows the same ideology as the
Ershamstar school workshops. This circle will
be held regularly in the Folkestone area.
Occasionally one of the school mediums will
take the circle and
when they are not
available Emma herself will be the circle
leader.
Please let us know if this interests you as
the circle will be open to both Ershamstar
students or interested individuals from the
Fo l ke s t o n e a r e a . Fo r E m m a c o n t a c t
ershamstaradmin@icloud.com

LINDA BULLOC K

CSNU)

Linda Bullock has been a
medium for many years.
She has taught at the
Arthur Findlay College
and has been both the
President and Treasurer
of Paignton Spiritualist
church in Devon. Linda
had the honour of being taught by the great
Gordon Higginson and holds many values
attributed to her desire to be a dedicated
Spiritualist. Linda brings to Ershamstar “The
Linda Bullock Technique” which can be
experienced both on “Raising The Standards” in
June and her own five day course in November.
This is a technique of self empowerment given
to her by the spirit world over the last 37 years
through her mediumship and is now recognised
by governing bodies and thereby certificated.
Until now this technique has been used by
psychologists and professional councillors but
Linda has agreed to bring it to Ershamstar in
2016 so that students of mediumship and
alternative health practitioners alike can have the
opportunity to look at their own life skills and

BARBARA RADTKE
Barbara Radtke has been a student at
Ershamstar for many years and has adopted a
role as a supporter for students who are going
through a difficult stage in their development.
She is an excellent medium and circle leader in
her own right and in Switzerland she represents
English quality mediumship wherever she speaks.
Since 1994 she has worked in the caring
industry as a nurse, teacher , mediator and life
coach. She has run her own very successful
business, and it is these skills that Barbera will
bring to the new ‘Buddy” scheme that we will
offer in 2016. We would like students who feel
that they can support a fellow student, either
during a course or through correspondence, to
offer their services through Barbara who will
guide them with their possibilities and their
limitations and match them up with someone in
need as directed by the tutors of the school. It is
hoped in the future to offer her skills as a teacher
of mediators at the school so that a course
offering possibilities that can be used as life skills
can be learned.

Ershamstar Courses in 2016
COURSE ONE

German Speaking Week.

SATURDAY 16TH JANUARY start at 6.30pm until SATURDAY 23RD JANUARY finish
at 10am
Tutors - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £ 740 resident to include translation
This week Ershamstar hosts a German Speaking week
for students of Switzerland and Germany
email atcha@bluwin.ch for a german translation
A downloadable pdf itinerary for the course is available
here

COURSE TWO New Course
THE POWER, THE PASSION AND THE PRESENCE
Friday 19th FEBRUARY start at 6pm until Thursday 25th FEBRUARY finish at 10am
Tutors Sheila French & Charlie Kelly
Prices £455 or £50 per day as a day student for 5 days

The Power :
How important are the words that we use? such as: I love you, Goodbye,
It’s a boy/girl, even a song title
The power that can be created by these small statements is over looked
and needs greater understanding by the quality medium.
The Passion:
It could be said that as mediums we have become far to lazy. It is simple
to be able to describe a person and what they look like. And too often a
medium focuses on what a dress looks like or how tall the communicator
was. When in reality, this information is too general and can be accepted
by many recipients. It is often used as a safe statement.
However when a passion that someone has is described, this then helps to
make each and every person unique. Description needs to go, and be
replaced with something that holds impact and power.
The Presence:
Each communication, is unique
Mediums need to engage with the entire audience, not just an individual.
If a medium delivers the power of spirit, and delivers with passion the
relationship they are having with the communicator and demonstrates the
communicators passion for life, then the presence of spirit, will touch the
entire audience collectively.
A course suitable for all levels of ability.
THIS COURSE CAN SUPPORT THE ERSHAMSTAR DIPLOMA SCHEME

COURSE THREE

NEW COURSE: SENSE AND SENSITIVITY
Friday 11th March start at 6.30pm until

Monday 14th March finish at 4pm

Tutors - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £ 355 resident or £50.00 day student per day for 3 days
In many schools of thought it is recognized that there are three main senses ( seeing ,
hearing and feeling), when in fact there are many more available to you which can be
harnessed and used within the practice of mediumship. Together we will be looking at how
you can maximise your senses. Let us look at Clairallience,Clairgustience and
Clairknowing and many more. through different exercises we will bring a greater depth to
your sensitivity and awareness which can be expressed through your mediumship.
This course is suitable for all levels of ability.
THIS COURSE IS VERY RELEVANT FOR THE ERSHAMSTAR DIPLOMA SCHEME

COURSE FOUR New Course

ERSHAMSTAR DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA
EXAMINATIONS
Monday 14th March start at 6.30pm until Thursday17th March finish at 10am
Tutors - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £400.00 residents only
Please see our Diploma page for further information. Note students are only required to be
resident for the two days of the examinations the other two nights are optional and included.

COURSE FIVE New Course
LET’S GET EXCITED BY TRANCE
Friday 6th May start at 6pm until Monday 9th May finish at 4.00pm
Tutors - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £ 355.00 residents or £50 per day for 3 days as a day student
Trance is often seen as the boring sit in the dark style of
communication when in fact throughout the documented history of
mediumship exciting and evidential communications and instructions
have come about through the power of trance energy. Together let us
put the magic and the evidence back into trance. whether using the
energy for healing phenomena or communication let us give the spirit
world the opportunity to show us what they need from this energy
called trance.
this course is suitable for all levels of ability.

COURSE SIX

PERSONAL ATTENTION IN EITHER TRANCE OR
MEDIUMSHIP
Monday 10th May start at 6pm until Thursday 12th May finish at 4.00pm
Tutors - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £ 290.00 residents, sorry no day students.

Come and join us in a unique environment styled to maximise the
personal tuition from your tutor. The classroom ratio is one tutor
to only six students.
There will be two classes running side by side; Sheila French will be
focusing on trance mediumship and Tim Abbott will lead his group in
the clairvoyant aspects of mediumship. These course are always
popular and tend to fill very quickly.

COURSE SEVEN
FRENCH SPEAKING WEEK - see the website for details
Enquiries to - liliane.bailly@bluewin.ch

COURSE EIGHT

TIM ABBOTTS ORIGINAL RAISING THE STANDARDS
Saturday 4th June start at 6pm until Saturday 11th June finish at 10.00 am
Tutors - Tim Abbott, Sheila French, Charlie Kelly and Linda Bullock
Prices £ 550.00 residents or £50 per day for 6 days as a day student.

Come and join International Medium Tim Abbott and his team for a great week by the
sea in Folkestone. Over the years this has become a very popular and sought after
course with students returning year after year and finding something new to take away.
This course is a very intense and practical course, as always our goal is to bring a.bout
through different exercises and techniques an even higher standard of mediumship for
each student that attends. This will include Platform Work, one to one sittings, tutorials
and much more:- such as public demonstrations and inspirational talks.
One of the unique features of this course is the access and availability that your tutor will
offer you throughout.
We are pleased to announce that Linda Bullock will be returning this year by popular
demand to to continue to bring the Linda Bullock Technique to this week, to support
each student if they wish within their development.
This course has always been identified by the dynamic and modern style of teaching.
Come prepared to work, this is a course suitable for Intermediate to Advanced students.
Together LET’S RAISE THE STANDARDS
THIS COURSE SUPPORTS THE ERSHAMSTAR DIPLOMA SCHEME

COURSE NINE - PART ONE AND PART TWO

ENHANCING YOUR TEACHING SKILLS PART ONE AND PART TWO
Part 1 =Friday 23rd Sept start at 6pm until Monday 26th Sept finish at 4pm
Part 2= Monday 26th Sept start 6.30pm until Thursday 29th finish 4pm
Tutors Sheila French & Tim Abbott

Prices £355 if taken separately or £600 if taken together or £60 per day as a day student
for 3 days including dinner and the evening session
This course conspires of two sepArate stages and represents the growing number
of students who stay with us and advance through their development to become
either circle leaders or teachers in their own right. The first part of the week
taught at a level suitable for those who are just starting to look at their teaching
abilities. The second part of the week for those who have either attended Teacher
Training before or for those with more experience of teaching. These two parts can
be taken consecutively. A certificate of attendance will be awarded for those who
have completed Stages 1 and 2.
We will look at modern circle structures and the mediumistic skills required to be a
well thought of and dynamic teacher of the 21st century. This will be a practical
course giving each student some understanding to take home to their own individual
situations, so that they can also become part of the progressive future of the
Spiritualist movement.
This course will not be suitable for absolute beginners. THIS COURSE WILL BE
COMPULSORY FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO WILL LATER JOIN THE ERSHAMSTAR
TEACHING DIPLOMA COURSE.

COURSE TEN

STEP UP TO THE PLATFORM

This unique and successful course will book quickly Note a new month
Friday 21st October start at 6.30pm- THURSDAY 27th OCTOBER finish at 10.00 am
Tutors - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £ 540.00 resident not suitable for day students unless they can stay until late each
evening
To include all travel and meals taken away from the centre which has forced our price up
sorry
This is one of our most intense and popular courses. Whether you are looking to
work publicly or simply to advance your Mediumship, this course will encourage
both.All demonstrations and teaching for this week can be used to help fill your
PAS log book AND RECORD OF ACHIEVEMENT or if you are simply an independent
medium you will find this course will enrich the quality of your public work. This
course will support the Ershamstar Diploma scheme as each student will
demonstrate several times it will enrich the skills needed to gain their Diploma.
Each student will work at least three times at a public demonstration but usually more if
they want to. Bring your demonstration clothes with you please.
Tim and Sheila are recognised as two of the leading demonstrators in both this country
and throughout Europe and they are willing to share all of their experience with you.
Teaching is almost one to one as each day each student will be evaluated and supported in
their learning.
We will look at evidence, presentation, the interaction with both Spirit and the
congregation and finally the do’s and don’t. During this course all students, under
guidance and with the support of both Tim and Sheila will have the unique opportunity to
put into practice what they have learnt in the classroom into a public environment. We
have secured bookings for both church services and clairvoyant demonstrations. There
will only be a limited number of places available on this course. Costs will cover travel to
and from the venues and an evening meal taken near to the host venue for that evening,
also taking into account the low student tutor ratio for such a course

COURSE ELEVEN - NEW COURSE

ERSHAMSTAR DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA
EXAMINATIONS
Friday 4th November start at 6.30pm until Monday 7th November finish at 10am
Tutors - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £400.00 residents only
Please see our Diploma page for further information. Note students are only required to
be resident for the two days of the examinations the other two nights are optional and
included.

COURSE TWELVE - NEW COURSE

LINDA BULLOCK TECHNIQUE part 1 and part 2
Part one Sunday 6th November start at 6.30pm until Tuesday 8th November finish at 4pm
Part two Tuesday 8th November start 6.30pm until Friday 11th finish 10am
Tutors - Linda Bullock
Prices £290 residential if taken separately or £550 if both taken together or £60 per day as
a day student. Evenings must be attended for certification.

THIS IS A CERTIFIED COURSE RECOGNISED by CMA ( Complimentary Medical
Association)
This visualisation technique and the understanding of the symbology of the
subconscious is a life changing and life empowering technique that is simple to
understand and simple to use as guided by your teacher for the week Linda Bullock.
Part one teaches you the basic technique for yourself and can stand alone as a useful
life tool , part two takes you further into the understanding of just how much
information and how many life skills are held within the subconscious.
We have introduced this Technique to the school because of the support and
understanding that some of our students have succeeded in gaining for themselves
within their lives and their mediumship. such things as confidence and those dreaded
‘blockages’ that development can through up. However, this course is certified and for
students of any understanding can lead to Practitioner status with further modules
studied.
For further information please see the website at
www.lindabullocktechnique.co.uk

COURSE THIRTEEN
NEW COURSE

PREPARATION FOR THE NEXT LEVEL

Monday 7th November start at 4.00pm until Wednesday 9th November finish at 4pm
Tutor - Tim Abbott
Prices £290 residential or £50 per day as a day student for 2 days
These intensive two days are for students of all levels who
wish to take their own mediumship up a level. students will be
encouraged to assess their own work and under the guidance
of your tutor Tim improve the presentation and standard of
their evidence .
For students who have just taken or are
looking to take their Ershamstar Diploma there will be
guidance and support given to which areas need to be worked
on to attain a higher level of ability. This will be a modern and
practical course with the individual student gien maximum
attention.

COURSE FOURTEEN
NEW COURSE

THE WAY OF THE EVIDENTIAL MEDIUM

Friday 25th November start at 6.00pm until Monday 28th November finish at 4pm
Tutor - Sheila French & Tim Abbott
Prices £355 residential or £50 per day as a day student for 3 days
This course is ideal for those mediums who are looking to
bring their mediumship alive through the different aspects of
evidence that are available
from the spirit world.
throughout this course we have exercises planned to
directly look at the spiritual, factual and emotional evidence
and to show students how they may become and important
part of their mediumship.
during this course we will explore the language of evidence
that can support any student who wishes to take a Diploma
now or in the future.
this course is suitable for any level of ability.

COURSE FIFTEEN

PERSONAL ATTENTION IN EITHER TRANCE OR
MEDIUMSHIP
Monday 29th November start at 4pm until THURSDAY 1st DECEMBER finish at 4.00pm
Tutors - Tim Abbott & Sheila French
Prices £ 290.00 residents, sorry no day students.
Come and join us in a unique environment styled to maximise the
personal tuition from your tutor. The classroom ratio is one
tutor to only six students.
There will be two classes running side by side; Sheila French
will be focusing on trance mediumship and Tim Abbott will lead
his group in the clairvoyant aspects of mediumship. These
course are always popular and tend to fill very quickly.

ERSHAMSTAR INTRODUCES ITS NEW AND
UNIQUE DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED
DIPLOMA SCHEME.
Why is this scheme unique ?
. It measures practical ability and the understanding of that ability
. You the candidate chooses at which level to enter
. It is inexpensive and not necessarily time consuming
.It is not an education scheme, it is an appraisal of your development no matter where
you take your education
. Ongoing support is oﬀered to those who are our award holders

Continued …….

Who is the scheme suitable for ?
.Independent professional mediums.
. Developing circle members
. Developing mediums

Diploma schemes available now.
Platform presentation.
Following shortly we will be introducing Private Evidential Sittings
In the future we will have schemes for Trance Speaking , Trance Healing, Philosophy and
Teaching

Why choose this scheme ?
. A pass is clearly defined allowing the candidate to know exactly what is required both in the
practical and the interview.
. The exam is taken over two days to allow for support preparation immediately before the
Examination day.
. In the unfortunate event of a failure there are clear reasons given and an appeal procedure.
. In the event of a failure the candidate is given ongoing support and guidance to encourage a
pass in the future.

What does it cost?
. To see whether you are interested costs only £10 for the introduction pack , no membership
fee ever. This pack contains an Ershamstar document folder, and an introductory letter that
explains the scheme, basic examination instructions and charges, an application form and
return envelope, an explanatory DVD, and full contact details.
. In England the complete cost is £500.00 to include full board residential accommodation for
the duration of the examination and the day before the two day examination and the night
after if needed.

. For German Speaking costs please contact our Swiss translator Cornelia Dietrich on
atcha@bluewin.ch

The Next Step.
If this scheme is of interest to you and you feel that you would like to demonstrate and
achieve certificated recognition of your mediumistic ability then please contact us. If
you require advice about which level to enter then email either Sheila French on
ershamstar@gmail.com or Tim Abbott on tim@timabbott.net if you require your
introductory pack contact Emma on ershamstaradmin@icloud.com
Please send us £10.00 by PayPal, direct Bank Transfer or personal cheque to receive your
Introductory Pack ( see our PRICES and INFO PAGE for how to pay ).
Please decide your level of ability and ask for the Diploma or Advanced Diploma as you feel is

correct for you.

Prices & Info
Day students attending on any day, including lunch- see brochure for each course It may be possible to
book for a part of a course.
Please note that all prices are per person. Residential guests have all meals provided, i.e. breakfast, lunch
and dinner. Day students will have lunch provided.

BEDROOM SUPPLEMENTS.
Single bedroom supplements 2 night courses - £ 45.00
3 night courses - £ 55.00
4 night courses - £ 65.00
5 night courses - £ 70.00
7 night courses - £ 80.00
Please note :- These single bedroom supplements will have to be charged to everybody to be fair to all
students.
There are only a limited number of single bedrooms available.
Personal sittings when available - £ 35.00 per approx 30mins, to include a CD recording to take away.
Meals. All meals served are Table d’hote (set meal) to suit all tastes, we are happy to provide vegetarian
meals if required.
PayPal. We are now able to accept payments by PayPal. PayPal payments paid to us as a ‘gift’ will incur no extra charge
to you or to us, see how to pay us with a ‘gift’ on the ‘Bits & Pieces’ page.
PayPal payments not paid as a ‘gift’ will incur a charge from PayPal. We are charged 3.5% of the total amount by PayPal
for this service, but we have decided to split this with you and request that you add just 2% to the total amount paid, and
we will absorb the difference. PayPal payments are great for people who have their own PayPal accounts set up with a
credit card ( some credit card companies will charge for this service) and are therefore able to conveniently spread their
payments.
By Bank Transfer.
Nat West Bank, BIC code NWBK GB 2L, Sort Code: 52-41-42, Account Number: 47209763, IBAN GB46 NWBK 5241
4247 2097 63, Account Names: Mr Stephen RC French and Mrs Sheila French
Please inform us when you have made a transfer, and you will receive a confirmation.

Reservation & Booking Conditions.
Residents. Please complete our booking form and return it to us with a £80.00 per person, per course
deposit. If it is possible for us to offer you extra accommodation at The Grand, before, after or between
courses, during our contract with the hotel then B&B would be charged at £ 25.00 per person per night.
Day Students. Please complete the booking form and return it to us with £50.00 for each course reserved.
Your booking will be confirmed by email if possible, alternatively by post. You will be invoiced for the
balance eight weeks prior to the course start date, and the balance must be paid to us at least six weeks
before the course commences Failure to send the balance within six weeks of the course start date will
result in you losing your place and forfeiting your deposit. Your place will be offered to a student on our
waiting list. Please do not delay in sending your payments.
Note - If you cancel your place, all balances and deposits are non-refundable in the event of our failure in
being able to relet your place, particularly at short notice. We strongly recommend that you use
Cancellation Insurance in the event of an illness or any other unforeseen reason. Please ask for details or
see our website for all Cancellation Insurance information.

Important Info .......
HOW TO PAY FOR YOUR COURSE WITH PAYPAL.
We are now able to accept payment for your Ershamstar course using PayPal. We acknowledge that
these days many people have access to a PayPal account, therefore, we have set up our own
Ershamstar PayPal Bank account that can receive payments from you. If you have your own PayPal
account simply load up PayPal (www.paypal.co.uk) on your computer and log in to your account. Click
the tab 'Send Money', on that page, In the 'To' box enter our email address i.e
ershamstar@googlemail.com and in the 'Amount' box enter the amount that you are sending. Ensure
that the currency drop down box is set to 'GBP - British Pounds' . Click 'Services' on the 'Personal tab'
then tick the box 'Gift', click 'Continue'. You will then be asked to confirm your payment, and that's it.
It is very important that the PayPal payment is sent as a gift because payments received in this way
receive no charges from PayPal, if gift is not selected PayPal will charge a 3.54% fee.
PayPal payments are great for people who have their own PayPal accounts set up with a credit card and
are therefore able to conveniently spread their payments over a period of time.
If you would like to set up a PayPal account for yourself, you need to visit the PayPal website on
www.paypal.co.uk and select 'Sign Up' follow the instructions and away you go. PayPal is very secure
and is a convenient way of paying for an increasingly varied range of goods and services via the
internet.

AT A LOSS WHAT GIFT TO BUY FOR A FRIEND ?
What better gift to give to a friend ? Why not give them an Ershamstar course and allow them to share
your experiences with us.Whether it is to encourage a friend or a family member to take their own first
steps towards spiritual development or as a thank you to someone who has supported you in yours.
A Gift Certificate can be for just a part payment or for the whole course.

DON’T DELAY SECURING YOUR ERSHAMSTAR COURSE.
Ershamstar is fast becoming established and acknowledged as being a progressive school for the
advancement of mediumship. We care about you and our attention is given to establishing where you
are with your studies and what is possible for you to achieve and to progress. Furthermore, we have
arranged and offered courses over the years that are unique to our school, in particular where public
work is focused upon. Demand to attend our courses is growing rapidly. Students often reserve their
place over a year in advance. We bring this to your attention only to emphasise the need to reserve your
place on a chosen course as soon as you decide and to secure it with a deposit. Only by paying a
deposit will your course place be secured.

WOULD YOU PREFER TO PAY BY INSTALMENTS ?
Do you dread big bills ? Would it be more convenient for you to pay over an extended period ? If either
of these options appeal to you, ask Sheila for how you should go about this.

FANCY GETTING £100.00 DISCOUNT OFF YOUR COURSE ?
£100.00 Special Offer - We are inviting all past Ershamstar students to introduce a new residential

student to Ershamstar in 2016 to obtain a £100.00 discount off your own Ershamstar course fee. This
discount is ONLY available on SOME courses and NOT all of them. Introduce a day student and receive
£50.00 off your 2016 course fee. These discounts are applicable on your next course following the
attendance of your invited friend.

How to contact us ..........

All questions & enquiries to :Sheila French
' Seastones'
27 Bathurst Road,
Folkestone, Kent. UK.
CT20 2NS
Telephone Numbers :Home :- 01303 210637 ( ask for Sheila )
Mobile :- 07784 542979
Keep an eye on the website, call or email Sheila if in doubt.
email :- ershamstar@googlemail.com
or :- ershamstaradmin@icloud.com
Ershamstar website :- www.ershamstar.co.uk
All copyrights & other intellectual property rights in the design and
content of this web site are reserved to Ershamstar. You are not
permitted to copy or use any of the text or images without first
contacting Ershamstar to request permission from Sheila French at
the above address.

